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Gauss-Legendre Sampling on the Rotation Group
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Abstract—We propose a Gauss-Legendre quadrature based
sampling on the rotation group for the representation of a bandlimited signal such that the Fourier transform (FT) of a signal can
be exactly computed from its samples. Our figure of merit is the
sampling efficiency, which is defined as a ratio of the degrees of
freedom required to represent a band-limited signal in harmonic
domain to the number of samples required to accurately compute
the FT. The proposed sampling scheme is asymptotically as
efficient as the most efficient scheme developed very recently.
For the computation of FT and inverse FT, we also develop
fast algorithms of complexity similar to the complexity attained
by the fast algorithms for the existing sampling schemes. The
developed algorithms are stable, accurate and do not have any
pre-computation requirements. We also analyse the computation
time and numerical accuracy of the proposed algorithms and
show, through numerical experiments, that the proposed Fourier
transforms are accurate with errors on the order of numerical
precision.
Index Terms—rotation group, SO(3), sampling, band-limited
signals, Fourier transform.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The processing and analysis of signals defined on the
rotation group, denoted by SO(3), in the harmonic domain
is crucial in applications found in various fields of science
and engineering (e.g., [1]–[6]). The transformation of a signal
on SO(3) to the harmonic domain is enabled by the Fourier
transform (FT) on the rotation group, which is, sometimes,
also termed as Wigner-D transform in the literature [7],
[8]. Clearly, the ability to compute the FT on the rotation
group from a finite number of samples of the signal is of
significant importance. In this work, we focus on the reduction
in the number of samples required for the representation of a
band-limited signal defined on SO(3) such that the FT can
be exactly and efficiently (in terms of computational effort)
determined from the samples of the signal.
The design of sampling schemes on the rotation group and
the development of computationally efficient FT’s on the rotation group have been actively investigated in the literature [7]–
[13]. Among the developments in the literature, we focus
on the sampling schemes that form regular or equiangular
grid of samples on the rotation group and support accurate
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computation of the FT of the signal band-limited to degree
L (formally defined in Section II-C) [7]–[9].
An exact method for the computation of the FT, based on
a sampling theorem, has been proposed for an equiangular
sampling scheme composed of 8L3 samples with 2L samples
along each of the three Euler angles of SO(3), [7]. Using
the separation of variables, they also developed fast algorithm
of complexity O(L4 ) for the computation of FT. They also
point out that the algorithm of complexity O(L3 log2 L) can
also be developed as a variant of the algorithm in [14].
However, the algorithm of complexity O(L3 log2 L) requires
pre-computation of O(L4 ), which becomes impractical even
for smaller band-limits due to the storage requirements.
By expanding the Wigner-d functions into Chebyshev polynomials and using the fast polynomial transform [15], an
algorithm for the computation of the inverse FT of complexity
O(L4 ) has been developed. The inverse FT algorithm with
reduced complexity O(L3 log2 L) has also been developed,
which is shown to suffer from stability issues and therefore
requires additional stabilization steps [16]–[18], making the
exact complexity of the algorithm difficult to determine. For
non-equispaced samples, the FT as an adjoint of the IFT has
also been developed [8]. However, it is applied, using the
Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature rule, to the equiangular sampling
scheme that consists of 8L3 number of samples.
The sampling efficiency, defined as a ratio of number of
Fourier coefficients required to represent a band-limited signal
in the Fourier domain to the number of samples required to
accurately compute FT, is the fundamental property of any
sampling scheme. In addition to the sampling efficiency, the
computational complexity and accuracy of the FT associated
with the sampling scheme are of significant importance. The
existing sampling configurations that support exact (or sufficiently accurate) FT attain the sampling efficiency of one third
as we show later in the paper. Furthermore, the algorithms
associated with the existing sampling schemes, which are
stable and accurately compute the FT and do not have any precomputation requirements, have the computational complexity
O(L4 ).
We summarise the contributions of this work as follows.
• We propose a Gauss-Legendre (GL) quadrature based
sampling scheme on the rotation group for the exact
computation of the FT. The proposed sampling scheme
is asymptotically as efficient as the equally most efficient
sampling scheme developed very recently.1
• For the proposed sampling scheme, we develop fast
algorithms of complexity O(L4 ) for the computation of
1 As an alternative to the proposed Gauss-Legendre quadrature based
scheme, an equiangular sampling scheme, based on a sampling theorem, on
the rotation group has been recently proposed [19] with the same asymptotic
sampling efficiency that is attained by the proposed sampling scheme.
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the FT and IFT. The developed algorithms are stable,
accurate and do not require any pre-computation.
• We show, through numerical experiments, that FT can be
computed to near machine precision accuracy.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. The mathematical preliminaries for the signals on the rotation group
are summarised in Section II. In Section III, we formulate
the FT on the rotation group, present the proposed sampling
scheme and develop fast algorithm for the computation of
Fourier transform. The computation time and the numerical
accuracy are analysed in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions
are made in Section V.

sin ϑ Um0 −1 (cos ϑ), where Tm0 (cos ϑ) and Um0 (cos ϑ) represent the Chebyshev polynomials of degree m0 of the first
and second kind, respectively, it can be inferred from (4) that
d`m,n (ϑ) is a polynomial of degree ` in cos ϑ.

II. P RELIMINARIES

where δ`,`0 is the Kronecker delta. By completeness of the
Wigner-D functions, any function f ∈ L2 (SO(3)) can be
expressed as

A. Signals on the Rotation Group
We consider complex-valued functions f (ϕ, ϑ, ω), defined
on a rotation group SO(3) parameterized by Euler angles
(ϕ, ϑ, ω), where ϕ ∈ [0, 2π), ϑ ∈ [0, π] and ω ∈ [0, 2π).
The set of square integrable complex-valued functions defined
on SO(3) forms a Hilbert space L2 (SO(3)) with the inner
product for two functions f and h defined on SO(3):
Z
hf, hi ,
f (ϕ, ϑ, ω) h(ϕ, ϑ, ω) dϕ sin ϑ dϑ dω, (1)
SO(3)

where (·) denotes the complex conjugate and the integral is a
triple integral over all rotations (ϕ, ϑ, ω) [7], [8], [11], [20].
The inner product in (1) induces a norm kf k , hf, f i1/2 . The
functions with finite induced norm are referred to as signals
on the rotation group or signals for short.

`
(ϕ, ϑ, ω),
Dm,n

is deThe Wigner-D function, denoted by
fined for degree ` and orders |m|, |n| ≤ ` as [7], [8], [20]
`
Dm,n
(ϕ, ϑ, ω) = e−imϕ d`m,n (ϑ) e−inω ,

(2)

where d`m,n (ϑ) is the Wigner-d function [20]. We use the
following decomposition of Wigner-d function d`m,n (ϑ) in
terms of complex exponentials [9]
d`m,n (ϑ) = in−m

`
X

0

∆`m0 ,m ∆`m0 ,n eim ϑ ,

0

`
`
Dm,n
, Dm
=
0 ,n0

f (ϕ, ϑ, ω) =

∞ X
`
`
X
X

f

`

`
m,n Dm,n (ϕ, ϑ, ω),

(5)

(6)

`=0 m=−` n=−`

where
2` + 1
`
f, Dm,n
,
(7)
8π 2
denotes the Fourier coefficient of degree `, orders m and n
and forms the Fourier (or spectral) domain representation for
signals defined on SO(3).
The
signal f is said to be band-limited at degree L if

f `m,n = 0, ∀` ≥ L. The set of band-limited signals form
a subspace of L2 (SO(3)), which is denoted by HL . Let
f

L−1
X

`

m,n

=

`
`
X
X

1=

`=0 m=−` n=−`

L(2L − 1)(2L + 1)
3

(8)

denote the dimension of the subspace HL . Then dL also
quantifies the degrees of freedom required in the Fourier
domain to represent a signal band-limited
 at L. We refer to the
computation of Fourier coefficients f `m,n from the signal f ,
given in (7), as the Fourier transform (FT) of f . The synthesis
of a signal f from its Fourier coefficients f `m,n , given in (6),
is referred as inverse Fourier transform (IFT).
D. Sampling on the Rotation Group

where ∆`m,n = d`m,n (π/2). Using the symmetry relations
exhibited by Wigner-d functions [20], the Wigner-d function
in (3) can be expressed as
∆`m0 ,m ∆`m0 ,n X(m − n, m0 , ϑ)

8π 2
δ`,`0 δm,m0 δn,n0 ,
2` + 1

(3)

m0 =−`

`
X

The Wigner-D functions for integer degree ` ≥ 0 and
integer orders |m|, |n| ≤ ` form a complete set of orthogonal
functions for the space L2 (SO(3)). The orthogonality relation
for Wigner-D functions is given by

dL =

B. Wigner-D Functions

d`m,n (ϑ) = in−m

C. Fourier Transform (FT) on the Rotation Group

(4)

m0 =0

where


m0 = 0,
1,
X(m − n, m0 , ϑ) = 2 cos(m0 ϑ), m0 =
6 0, m − n even,


2i sin(m0 ϑ), m0 6= 0, m − n odd.
Remark 1 (On the polynomial degree of Wigner-d functions): Since cos(m0 ϑ) = Tm0 (cos ϑ) and sin(m0 ϑ) =

In order to accurately determine the FT of a band-limited
signal on the rotation group from its samples, an equiangular
sampling scheme, denoted by KL , has been proposed in [7],
which is composed of 8L3 samples on a regular grid formed
by 2L number of samples along each Euler angle in (ϕ, ϑ, ω).
We define the asymptotic sampling efficiency, denoted by
E(·), of any sampling scheme as a ratio of the dimension dL
of the subspace HL formed by the band-limited signals to the
number of samples, denoted by N , required to compute FT of
a band-limited signal f ∈ HL as L → ∞. Since the sampling
scheme KL requires N (KL ) = 8L3 number of samples, it
attains an asymptotic sampling efficiency
dL
1
= .
L→∞ N (KL )
6

E(KL ) = lim

(9)

3

We note that the sampling scheme that also requires 8L3
number of samples has also been proposed in [8] for the computation of FT. By applying the periodic extension approach
along ϑ, originally proposed in [21], the sampling scheme
with asymptotic efficiency 2 E(KL ) has been proposed just
recently in [19]. Furthermore, the algorithms developed for
the computation of FT and IFT for these existing schemes
have the computational complexity O(L4 ).
III. P ROPOSED S AMPLING AND F OURIER T RANSFORM
We propose a sampling scheme with an efficiency of
2E(KL ) for the representation of band-limited signals defined
on the rotation group. We formulate the FT and IFT for
the proposed scheme and develop fast algorithms for their
computation.
A. Harmonic Formulation
We first develop the formulation for FT and IFT. For a bandlimited signal f ∈ HL , we rewrite the formulation of IFT in
(6), by changing the order of summation and using (2), as
f (ϕ, ϑ, ω) =

L−1
X

Am,n (ϑ) =

L−1
X

e−i(nω+mϕ) Am,n (ϑ), (10)

f

`

`
m,n dm,n (ϑ).

(11)

`=0


Since f `m,n , d`m,n (ϑ) and ∆`m,n are only defined for orders
|m|, |n| ≤ `, we define f `m,n = d`m,n (ϑ) = ∆`m,n = 0 for
|m|, |n| > ` to facilitate the interchange of summations in the
formulation of FT or IFT.
Using the formulation of IFT in (10) and the orthogonality
of complex exponentials, we write the FT, (7), as
Z

2` + 1 π
f `m,n =
Am,n (ϑ) d`m,n (ϑ) sin ϑ dϑ,
(12)
2
0
where Am,n (ϑ) can be recovered from f (ϕ, ϑ, ω), again using
(10) and noting the orthogonality of complex exponentials, as
Z 2π Z 2π
1
Am,n (ϑ) =
f (ϕ, ϑ, ω)ei(nω+mϕ) dω dφ. (13)
4π 2 0
0
B. Gauss-Legendre Sampling
The computation of the FT requires the evaluation of
integrals over φ and ω in (13) and an integral over ϑ in
(12). Since max(|m|) < L and max(|n|) < L, the integrals
involved in the computation of Am,n (ϑ) can be replaced with
summations if at least 2L − 1 samples of the signal are taken
along each ϕ and ω. Once Am,n (ϑ) is computed, the GaussLegendre quadrature rule can be used to discretise the integral
over ϑ by taking only L samples along ϑ, instead of 2L
samples considered in [7], [8].
With these considerations, we propose a sampling scheme,
denoted by GL , that is composed of 2L−1 equiangular sample
points along each ϕ and ω, given by
ϕu = ωu =

2πu
,
2L − 1

dL
0,0 (ϑ) = PL (cos ϑ) = 0,

(15)

where PL denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree L [20].
Note that the sample points along ϑ as roots of the Wignerd function (or Legendre polynomial) can be determined precisely [22]. We refer to the proposed scheme GL as the GaussLegendre (GL) sampling scheme.
C. Fourier Transform — Computation
The FT of band-limited signal f ∈ HL sampled over GL
can be determined by first computing Am,n (ϑv ) for each ϑv ,
following (13), as
1
(2L − 1)2
2L−1
X
X 2L−1
f (ϕu , ϑv , ωw )ei(nωw +mϕu ) , (16)
×

Am,n (ϑv ) =

u=0 w=0

L−1
X

m=−(L−1) n=−(L−1)

where

and L samples along ϑ, denoted by ϑv for integer v ∈
{0, 1, . . . , L − 1}, as the roots of the Wigner-d function

u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2L − 1}.

(14)

where the equivalence between (13) and (16) can be readily
verified by substituting (10) in (13) or (16) and employing the
orthogonality of continuous or discrete complex exponentials.
Once
 Am,n (ϑv ) in (16) is computed, the Fourier coefficient
in f `m,n can be determined by discretising the integral in
(12) using the GL quadrature rule. Since we have taken L
sample points along ϑ as roots of (15), we need to show that
the integrand in (12) is a polynomial in cos θ of degree at least
2L − 1, so that the GL quadrature can be applied to discretise
the integral. Following Remark 1 and the formulation for
Am,n (ϑ), we note that Am,n (ϑ), given in (11), is a polynomial
of degree L − 1. Similarly, the integrand Am,n (ϑ)d`m,n (ϑ)
in (12) is a polynomial of degree L − ` − 1, which reaches
a maximum of 2L − 2 for ` = L − 1. Therefore, the GL
quadrature leads to
f

`

m,n

=

L−1
2` + 1 X
Am,n (ϑv )d`m,n (ϑv )q(ϑv ),
2 v=0

(17)

where q(ϑv ) denotes the GL quadrature weight assigned to
each sample point ϑv and is given by
 sin ϑ
2
v
q(ϑv ) = 2
.
(18)
L−1
L d0,0
(ϑv )
Remark 2 (On the efficiency of GL sampling scheme): The
proposed GL scheme requires N (GL ) , L(2L − 1)2 number
of samples in total and thus attains an asymptotic sampling
efficiency
dL
1
= = 2E(KL ).
L→∞ N (GL )
3

E(GL ) = lim

(19)

Thus, the proposed GL sampling scheme is as efficient
(asymptotically) as the most efficient scheme developed just
recently [19], and is more efficient, by a factor of two, than
the schemes presented in [7] and [8].
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D. Fourier Transform — Fast Algorithm

f

`

m,n

n−m 2`

=i

`
+1 X
∆`m0 ,m ∆`m0 ,n Cm,n,m0 ,
2
0

(20)

m =−`

PL−1
0
where Cm,n,m0 = v=0 Am,n (ϑv )q(ϑv )eim ϑv . For the computation of the FT, Am,n (ϑv ) is first be computed using
(16) for all |m|, |n| < L with the computational complexity
O(L2 log L) for each ϑv and with the complexity O(L3 log L)
and for all ϑv . Once Am,n (ϑv ) is computed, Cm,n,m0 is then
0
4
computed for all |m|,
` |n|, |m | < L in O(L ), which is then
used to compute f m,n using (20), again with the complexity
O(L4 ). Thus the overall complexity of FT is O(L4 ). For
the proposed sampling scheme, we note that a fast algorithm
of complexity O(L4 ) can also be developed by using the
separation of variables approach as adopted in [7].
E. Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) — Fast Algorithm
For the computation of IFT, we rewrite (11), using (3), as
Am,n (ϑv ) = in−m

L−1
X

0

eim ϑv Gm,n,m0 .

(21)

m0 =−(L−1)

PL−1 `
`
`
where Gm,n,m0 =
`=0 f m,n ∆m0 ,m ∆m0 ,n , which does
not depend on ϑv , and therefore, can be computed for each
|m|, |n|, |m0 | < L with the complexity O(L4 ). Using Gm,n,m0 ,
Am,n (ϑv ) can be computed for all |m|, |n| < L and for all
sampling points ϑv using (21) in O(L4 ). Once Am,n (ϑv )
is computed, the signal f (ϕu , ϑv , ωw ), sampled over either
of the proposed sampling scheme, can be obtained with the
complexity O(L3 log L) by employing FFT along m and n
for each ϑv , as given in (10). The overall complexity of the
resulting algorithm to compute IFT is therefore O(L4 ).
F. Computation of Wigner-d functions
In the computation FT and IFT, we need to address the
computation of the fixed-angle Wigner-d functions ∆`m,n =
d`m,n (π/2), which are required to be computed for all ` < L,
and all |m|, |n| ≤ `. Let ∆` denotes a matrix of size (2` +
1) × (2` + 1) with entries ∆`m,n for |m|, |n| ≤ `, which is
computed for each ` = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1 using the recursion
relation proposed in [23] that recursively computes ∆` from
∆`−1 with the computational complexity of O(L2 ). Since `
is of order L, the total complexity to compute ∆`m,n for all
0 ≤ ` < L and |m|, |n| ≤ ` is O(L3 ). In the computation
of both FT and IFT, this recursion is useful as ∆` matrices
are computed recursively for ` = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1. In order
to speed up the computation, we also employ the symmetry
relations of Wigner-d functions [20], which facilitate us in a
way that we are only required to compute (` + 1)2 entries
of the matrix ∆` . The remaining of (2` + 1)2 entries can be
inferred using the symmetry relations.

E max
E mean

Emax or Emean

Here we develop fast algorithm for the computation of FT,
given in (17), of a band-limited signal f ∈ HL discretised
over the proposed GL sampling scheme GL . Using (3), the
FT in (17) can be expressed (after rearranging the terms) as
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Fig. 1: Accuracy analysis: plots of the maximum error Emax
and the mean error Emean , respectively given in (22) and (23),
for band-limits in the range 2 ≤ L ≤ 128.
IV. ACCURACY A NALYSIS
In order to analyse the numerical accuracy (and stability)
of the propose sampling scheme and the associated Fourier
transforms, we carry out a following experiment: 1) obtain a
band-limited test signal,denoted by ft ∈ HL , by generating its
Fourier coefficients ft `m,n for 0 < ` < L, |m|, |n| ≤ ` with
real and imaginary parts uniformly distributed in the interval
[−1, 1], 2) apply the IFT to obtain the band-limited test signal
ft ∈ HL over the samples in the proposed scheme GL ), 3)
using the samples of the test signal, the FT is then computed
which
 yields the reconstructed Fourier coefficients, denoted by
fr `m,n , 4) record the maximum reconstruction error Emax
and the mean reconstruction error Emean , given by


(22)
Emax , max ft `m,n − fr `m,n ,
`,m,n

Emean ,

L−1
`
`
1 X X X
dL

ft

`

m,n

− fr

`

m,n

.

(23)

`=0 m=−` n=−`

The implementation the FT and IFT is carried out in double
precision arithmetic in MATLAB. For a particular band-limit
in the range 2 ≤ L ≤ 128, we repeat the experiment for 5
different test signals and obtain the average values of Emax
and Emean , which are plotted in Fig. 1, that demonstrates that
the IFT of any band-limited signal followed by the FT yields
the same band-limited signal with errors on the order of the
numerical precision. Hence, the proposed scheme supports
exact computation of Fourier transforms on the rotation group.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have developed a Gauss-Legendre quadrature based
sampling scheme on the rotation group for the discretisation
of band-limited signal defined on the rotation group such
that the FT can be exactly computed from its samples. The
proposed GL sampling scheme is asymptotically as efficient
as the most efficient scheme developed recently. For the fast
implementation of the FT and IFT, we have also developed
fast algorithms of complexity O(L4 ). We have analysed the
computation time and demonstrated the accuracy of the FT for
the proposed sampling scheme up to band-limit L = 128.
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